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LEMO to exhibit at SPS Italia is the leading Italian trade fair for Smart, Digital, Flexible
Manufacturing at Hall 6 Stand I 061
Ecublens, Switzerland and Lemo Italy — LEMO (www.lemo.com) a global leader in the design and
manufacture of precision custom connection solutions, will exhibiting their latest connectors, new solution and cable
solutions for the industrial market during the SPS ITALIA
LEMO will be introducing:
Anglissimo ™ The newest connector elbow plug, is the perfect solution for camera manufacturers and end-users to
prevent cable clutter. Each connector can be oriented during its assembly into any of eight different cable exit
angles. The connector then remains securely positioned in its orientation. LEMO now offers a watertight version of
the Anglissimo ™ for outside harsh environments.
Halo Led Connector LEMO halo LED connector includes a LED lighted flange to display connection status, This PushPull metal connector is based on existing LEMO series and is available in B or T series. This product includes a LED lit
flange allowing to display the connection status, which enables the user to have immediate visual identification
showing that the connector is securely connected and powered up.
The connector includes a circular array of LED positioned on the connector flange. These LEDs can be either white,
red, green or blue. The equipment designer can also, according to his needs, display two different colours
consecutively (green/red for instance), allowing the equipment to display a connector status for diagnostics.
As part of the IAC™ (Intelligent Active Connector) program, additional features, such as unique connector
identification can be available. In this case, the connector pair will encapsulate an electronic chip that can offer
identification, counting, safety and security options.
M Series High Power LEMO High power connector have been specifically designed to offer a compact solution for
high current carrying connection. This range of connectors uses the well-established M series connector shell
designed for harsh environment. The connector uses a state-of-the-art contact design, specially dimensioned to
minimize the heat that would usually build up in a connection system overtime. The result is a high-power connector
able to deliver high current for applications such as robotics, automotive batteries, drones, essentially any system
that has motors where high torque may need to be applied for a short or longer period.

At the stand you will find all the standard series of our metal connectors, such as the B, K, S, E and T series. You will
be able to see the REDEL plastic connectors like the P, SP and R series. You can touch and try the quality and the

connection accuracy of our connectors. There will also be several Northwire cables and custom solutions for the
industrial market world.

About LEMO
LEMO is a global leader in the design and manufacture of precision custom connection solutions.
LEMO’s high quality connectors are found in a variety of challenging application environments including medical,
industrial control, test and measurement, audio-video, broadcast and telecommunications. LEMO also offers cable
& wire as well as cable assembly services. LEMO has been designing custom connectors for over seven decades.
Offering more than 75,000 combinations of products that continue to grow through the consistent addition of new
standard and custom designs. LEMO and its affiliated sister companies REDEL, NORTHWIRE and COELVER currently
serve more than 100,000 customers in over 80 countries around the world.
For more information, please call LEMO ITALIA at (+39) 02 66711046 or visit www.lemo.com

